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An Urgent Message From Our Sponsor, The League of American Voters

The Naked Truth About Nancy Pelosi
Dear Reader:
The recent scandal involving Democratic Rep. Eric Massa is indicative of the total corruption we are
witnessing in Congress.
Remember when House Speaker Nancy Pelosi promised us a new Congress with new ethics?
Instead, we are hearing of groping incidents, a naked encounter in the Congressional shower
rooms with Rahm Emanuel and Massa, tickling staff episodes and even worse.
Massa, in turn, has implied that he was threatened to vote for the Obama healthcare plan. He also
suggests the the wave of nasty stories about him has been used to remove him from office and shut
him up.
What is frightening about this episode is that it is not isolated.
We know that Nancy Pelosi fought to keep Congressman Charlie Rangel as chair of the
House Ways and Means Committee.
Rangel was caught red-handed cheating on his taxes -- for hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The matter should have been referred for criminal charges. Instead, Rangel got a minor reprimand.
We are seeing Pelosi handle the Massa matter the same way.
Now that Massa has resigned, Pelosi says there will be no investigation.
This is only the tip of the sleaze-berg.
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We at the League of American Voters are working day and night to stop Obamacare.
We have roadblocked this legislation and are close to shutting it down.
But, please remember that Obama-Pelosi will stop at nothing to pass their radical healthcare
plan.
This is why Dick Morris is advising us that we need to expand our TV ad campaign from 23
Congressmen to 30.
We need your help to do this -- Go Here Now
Right now Obama-Pelosi know they don't have the votes.
They are working secretly to secure private deals with key Congressmen -- threatening, promising
and doing whatever it takes to snap the liberal troops in line for Obamacare.
In West Virginia, it could be called the “Mollohan-Miracle.”
Congressman Alan Mollohan has lived under the dark cloud of the FBI and ethics charges for nearly
four years. But right before the healthcare vote, the Justice Department, lead by Attorney General
Eric Holder, closed the investigation.
The League is running TV ads targeting Mollohan and 22 additional swing vote
Congressmen.
We need to add 7 more  Help Us to Keep the TV ads on the air  Go Here Now.
Last week, Obama hosted 10 House Democrats, who previously voted “No,” to the White House for
a meeting.
One of the ten is Congressman Jim Matheson of Utah, who has moved from a solid “No” to
“Undecided.”
On the very same day, Chicago-style Obama nominated Matheson’s brother to a federal
judgeship, issuing the press release to tout.
Dick Morris, the League’s chief strategist, says we can win this battle. We are very close.
We are now the lead organization fighting Obamacare.
We are already a major target. Just last week Pelosi's Democratic Congressional committee issued
a press release calling us a "hate group."
They know we are making a BIG difference.
The vote will happen very soon. We can STOP Obamacare but we need to apply maximum
pressure.
EVERY Congressman we are targeting faces strong opposition from their own constituents who
don’t want Obamacare.
That’s why Obama-Pelosi are so desperate for a vote NEXT WEEK --- and will lie and bully anyone
who stands in their way.
Help Us to Stop Them Now.
With your help, over the past week the League has spent over $250,000 to defeat Obamacare with
our powerful TV ads.
We need to continue this ad campaign into next week. Please help us do that.
Sincerely,
Bob Adams
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Executive Director
P.S. – Massa is only the tip of the sleaze-berg. Obama-Pelosi are desperate for a vote NEXT
WEEK, and will buy or threaten anyone who stands in their way. But the League can’t be
coerced by corrupt Obama-Pelosi. Help us to stop them Donate Here Now.
Paid for by the League of American Voters. Contributions to the League of American Voters
are not tax deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.
Contributions from individuals and corporations are permitted by law and welcome.
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